
Ginger Reid BIO 
Speaker + Executive Coach + Disruptor 

As an International Speaker, Gallup Certified Strengths Coach and EQ Interaction Coach, Ginger Reid leads 
Executives, High Potentials, Teams and Millennials to UP-Level Success. Through her coaching, clients shift 
to an empowering state, commit to collaborative interactions, reach unknown potential and actualize next 
level success—internal shifts lead to external results! 

Leaders experience increased engagement and higher levels of performance throughout their culture when 
trust and commitment resonate through strengths-based interactions. Untapped potential rises to the 
surface making way for LEADERS, TEAMS, HiPos and MILLENNIALS to elevate their impact within the 
culture and positively affect bottom line profitability. Request a LEADER Initiative Readiness Assessment. 

 

Ginger’s distinct (Goal CODE, STRENGTHS culture, LEADER Initiative and Actualize Sales) methods draw 
together key aspects of emerging disciplines proven to optimize human performance . . . 
 

P Strengths-Focused Results  P Solution Selling + Sales Psychology  

P Emotional Intelligence (EQ)  P Business + Technology Methods 

P Positive Psychology  P Neuroscience 

P Mindfulness + Leadership   P Change Management Theory 
 

With 20+ years and 20K+ hours’ experience Ginger has advised Fortune 500-1000, SMB, start-ups, sales 
teams and entrepreneurs leveraging STRENGHTS as a Speaker, Coach, Consultant and Trainer. 

 

To zero in on specific areas causing professional performance and culture issues, Ginger empowers clients and sets 
herself apart from others in her field by actively using her innate intuition and reflective response inquiry. Advising 
hundreds of entrepreneurs and businesses, her innovative mind and insight lend her the perspective necessary to 
shift and facilitate culture alignment with future success long before it unfolds. Align with the future you seek — 
moment by moment — starting point is NOW! 

Ginger gamifies the strategic learning experience and brings it to life through her sense of humor, 
adventuresome spirit and enthusiasm. These authentic traits lead others to accelerate the process 
actualizing their potential through her DRIVE able, REPEAT able, ACHIEVE able, MEASURE able, 
SUSTAIN able and PREDICT able proven model, aka “Goal CODE.” Applying these innovative concepts 
unlocks the power to shift contradicting patterns, eliminate ineffective behaviors and renew perceptions 
to achieve strategic outcomes and meet performance goals. 

 
Tes timo n ia l  … 
“Let’s face it--everyone is looking for external results. But I realized I couldn’t get to the external results 
without a shift internally. That’s where Ginger was the catalyst. Since my coaching with Ginger, I’ve 
surpassed people in the industry, who were more established, in only two years. Opportunities I never 
imagined began coming my way. 2016 to 2017 mid-year numbers went from $3M to $5M which is a 67% 
increase over last year and I made it to ‘Top 5 Producer’ in July . . . one year before I knew of Ginger, I knew 
I needed a Ginger.” – Barbara Arredondo, Real Estate Agent Extraordinaire - CLAY STAPP +CO 
 

Ginger@STRENGTHSculture.com Connect NOW @ STRENGTHS culture 

 
 


